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Publishing is extremely important in doctoral research and even more so in advancing a career afterwards. “Publish or perish!” is not too far from the truth for scientists. The workshop will be focused exclusively on journal articles (or contributions to conferences in the computer sciences, where conferences are more important than journals, generally speaking), whether these are part of a cumulative dissertation or complementing a monograph. The workshop will deal mainly with going through a “How to” checklist and leave ample time for answering participants’ questions.

Topics covered:
• Settling on a publication strategy
• Targeting the right journals (including an overview of journal metrics, a discussion of Open Access vs. toll-access, and a discussion of so-called predatory publishers on whom you can waste a lot of money without furthering your career
• Structuring papers clearly: skeleton writing, paragraph writing
• Avoiding typical errors that decrease the chances of your paper being accepted
• Checking routines before submission

How to register
Please register using our registration form available at www.uni-siegen.de/hyt/registration/